This work deals with extremal properties of spectral measures corresponding to selfadjoint extensions of a regular symmetric operator with deficiency indices (1,1). We propose a generalization of the moment problem which in particular allows us to study point mass perturbations of extremal spectral measures. The results permit to obtain characterizations of spectral measures of differential operators similar to what is done for solutions of the classical moment problem.
Introduction
This work treats the spectral measures associated with selfadjoint extensions (including selfadjoint extensions in a larger space) of a given symmetric nonselfadjoint operator. These measures are defined via the spectral family of projectors given by the spectral theorem. There are other ways of defining measures related to selfadjoint operators; for instance, in the context of SturmLiouville theory, one can define spectral measures from the Weyl m-function. For dealing in a unified way with all these spectral measures, we use Krein's theory on symmetric operators with deficiency indices (1,1) in a general framework and obtain results on the structural properties of the set of spectral measures associated with a regular symmetric operator (see Section 3) . In [15] [16] [17] , results related to the classical moment problem or, in the language of operators, to Jacobi operators were extended to entire operators. In Section 4, with the help of the theory of generalized extensions due to Naimark [25] and Krein's representation theory of symmetric operators [11] , we obtain a characterization of spectral measures for operators in a class substantially wider than the class of entire operators (Theorem 4.4). This characterization allows us to single out the extremal measures and establish their properties (Theorem 4.6). The theory in [25] has been used before in constructing solutions of the moment problem with the measure having certain predefined properties [5, 35] .
The connection with the moment problem exhibited in Section 4 leads to the necessity of generalizing this classical problem in analysis. There are various ways of generalizing the moment problem, but we use an idea that goes back to Livshitz [22] . According to this idea, the moment problem consists in finding a measure ρ such that the inner product in a Hilbert space of functions is expressed through the inner product in L 2 (R, ρ). Our setting is similar to the one of [22] , but with some elements of a related proposal for generalizing the moment problem found in the introduction of [34] . The crux of the matter in our approach is the use of a particular class of spaces of analytic functions, namely de Branges spaces [7] (see Definition 5.7). Although, this choice may look restrictive, we show that the setting is not only general but de Branges spaces fit in the theory smoothly.
For dealing with our generalized moment problem, we use techniques from the theory of de Branges spaces and the results of Section 4. We connect de Branges spaces with regular symmetric operators by means of the functional model used in [29, 30] . These developments are the subject of Section 5. The results of this section (Theorems 5.8, 5.10, 5.12, and 5.14) permit the use of techniques specific to the classical moment problem for studying symmetric operators and its selfadjoint extensions relevant in various applications.
Our findings on the extremality of spectral measures and solutions of the generalized moment problem allow us to treat point mass perturbations of spec-tral measures. The motivation stems from the following phenomenon that arises in the framework of the classical moment problem: If µ is an indeterminate Nextremal measure, then adding a point mass to µ, i. e.
x ∈ supp(µ), yields an indeterminate non-N-extremal measure (see (5.5) for the definition of δ x and [8, Prop. 4.1] for the phenomenon itself). According to the moment problem theory, the polynomials were dense in L 2 (R, µ), but are not dense in L 2 (R, µ). In the context of spectral measures of Jacobi operators, one has that µ is the spectral measure of a canonical selfadjoint extension of a Jacobi operator while there is no canonical selfadjoint extension of any Jacobi operator having µ as its spectral measure. For one-dimensional regular Schrödinger operators a similar phenomenon occurs. If one perturbs the spectral measure adding one point mass, then the resulting measure is no longer the spectral function of any selfadjoint extension associated with a regular Schrödinger differential expression. For regular Schrödinger operators, this can be proven from the formula that describes the distribution of eigenvalues (see [26] ). A different proof is obtained by realizing that de Branges spaces associated with the Schrödinger operators are all set-wise equal independently of the potential function [28, Thm. 4 .1] (see Remark 6.5) .
On the basis of our results on extremal measures and extremal solutions of the generalized moment problem, we prove a general perturbation result for spectral measures when adding a mass at a single point (Theorem 6.3). We also show that if ρ is a extremal solution of the generalized moment problem, then certain sets of functions which are dense in L 2 (R, ρ) are no longer dense under point mass perturbations of ρ (Corollary 6.7). These results may have several applications to the inverse spectral analysis of operators as is shown in [8] for Jacobi operators. The relation to [10] is touched upon in Remark 6.6. Section 7 illustrates some of the obtained results in two examples: Jacobi and regular Schrödinger operators. While the first example is used to put our results in the context of the classical moment problem, the second one reflects how moment problem techniques provide new implications to the spectral theory of differential operators.
Generalized resolvents
In this section, Naimark's theory of selfadjoint extensions to a larger space [24, 25] (see a general exposition of the theory in [2, Appendix 1] and [34] ) is used together with [17] 
]).
Let A be a not necessarily densely defined linear closed symmetric operator. If A is not densely defined, then A * is a multivalued linear operator (linear relation). In this case, the symmetry condition, A ⊂ A * , remains valid (as subspaces of H ⊕ H). The deficiency indices n + (A) and n − (A) of A are defined as the the codimension of ran(A − zI), i. e. the dimension of H ⊖ ran(A − zI), when z ∈ C + := {z ∈ C : Im z > 0} and z ∈ C − := {z ∈ C : Im z < 0}, respectively. If A has equal deficiency indices, then it has canonical selfadjoint extensions, with some of these extensions being proper linear relations if dom(A) is not dense in H [12, Prop. 5.4] . By canonical we mean the selfadjoint extensions that are restrictions of A * .
Definition 2.1. Consider a closed symmetric operator A. Let A + be a selfadjoint extension of A in a Hilbert space H + ⊃ H (H + = H is allowed). For w ∈ C and z ∈ C \ spec(A + ), define 
Also, it is straightforward to establish that for any z ∈ C \ R is a generalized resolvent of A [25] (see also [2, Appendix 1] and [34, § 3] ).
In the case n + (A) = n − (A), the resolvent of a canonical selfadjoint extension of A is a particular case of a generalized resolvent.
Fix a canonical selfadjoint extension of the closed symmetric operator A with deficiency indices n + (A) = n − (A) = 1 and denote it by A ∞ . For w ∈ C + and z ∈ C \ spec(A ∞ ), define
where 
We refer to σ as to the spectral measure of A + associated with φ.
where R is given by Definition 2.4.
Definition 2.6. For any Borel set ∂ ⊂ R, we define
and call it a generalized spectral family of the symmetric operator A. Also
is the generalized spectral measure of A associated with φ.
Moreover, it follows from Definition 2.6 that F = F * ∈ B(H). On the basis of [2, Appendix I, Thm. 2], the following result is proven: Proposition 2.7. F is a generalized spectral family of A if and only if the operator-valued function F (t) := F (−∞, t) (t ∈ R) satisfies, for any h ∈ H, the following conditions: 
Regular symmetric operators and gauges
Definition 3.1. A closed symmetric nonselfadjoint operator is said to be completely nonselfadjoint if it is not a nontrivial orthogonal sum of a symmetric and a selfadjoint operators.
Definition 3.2.
The complex number z is in ρ(T ) (the set of points of regular type of a closed operator T ) when there exists c z > 0 such that
The complement of ρ(T ) in C is spec(T ) and it is called the spectral kernel.
Observe that if T = T * , then ρ(T ) is the resolvent set of T .
Definition 3.3. A closed operator T is regular when ρ(T ) = C.
In other words, T is regular when every point of the complex plane is a point of regular type.
A regular, closed symmetric operator is necessarily completely nonselfadjoint since regularity implies that the spectral kernel is empty and, therefore, the operator cannot have selfadjoint parts. On the other hand, there are completely nonselfadjoint operators that are not regular [31, Sec. 2]. (ii) Every real number is part of the spectrum of one, and only one, canonical selfadjoint extension of A.
(iii) The spectra of the canonical selfadjoint extensions of A are pairwise interlaced.
Note that (i) above means that every selfadjoint extension of A is a simple operator [2, Sec. 69]. The last item of the previous assertion, together with the fact that under extensions the spectral kernel does not decrease, implies that regularity of A is equivalent to the fact that the spectra of any two selfadjoint extensions of A do not intersect.
For any A ∈ S(H), let µ ∈ H be such that
for some z 0 ∈ C. For this vector µ, consider the set
This is the set for which (3.1) fails to hold. 
, a gauge of A ∈ S(H).
Take notice that our definition of gauge differs from the one in [11] and [16] .
Lemma 3.8. A gauge of A ∈ S(H) is a generating vector (as defined in [2, Sec. 69]) for any canonical selfadjoint extension of A.
Proof. Let A γ be any canonical selfadjoint extension of A and µ a gauge of A.
Since µ is not in ran(A − xI) for any x ∈ R, µ has a nonzero projection onto the one-dimensional space ker(A * − xI). In view of the fact that ker(A γ − xI) is contained in ker(A * − xI), it follows that µ has a nonzero projection onto every eigenspace of A γ .
Thus, if A γ is a canonical selfadjoint extension of A ∈ S(H), then the spectral measure of A γ associated with a gauge of A (see Definition 2.5) encodes all information on A γ .
The following assertion is stated in [17, Thm. 1] and proven in [11, Thm. 1.2.5].
Proposition 3.9. Let µ be a gauge of A ∈ S(H) and a, b
for any φ ∈ H and ψ given in (2.4).
Extremality of measures
Definition 4.1. Let A be in S(H) and µ be a gauge of A. Denote by V µ (A) the set of all measures given by (2.7) with φ = µ and F being a generalized spectral family of A. Inside V µ (A), we single out the set of extremal measures V ext µ (A) which corresponds to measures given by (2.7) with φ = µ when F is the spectral family of a canonical selfadjoint extension of A.
In the context of this definition, Proposition 2.8 implies the following. 
Theorem 4.4. Consider
where
Proof. Reasoning as in [11, Ch. 42 , Sec. 7.1], one obtains the stated formula by inserting (2.5) into µ, R τ (z)µ and considering the functions:
where ψ is given in (2.
4). One verifies from their definition that A(z), B(z), D(z)
can be analytically extended to any point z outside the set given in (3.2). The function C(z) has a priori poles in spec(A ∞ ), but by an argument along the lines of [11, Ch. 2 Secs. 7.3 and 7.4], one concludes that C(z) can be analytically extended to any point z outside the set given in (3.2). Alternatively, a dB space can be defined in terms of a Hermite-Biehler function, that is, an entire function e(z) such that |e(z)| > |e(z)| for all z ∈ C + . In that case, the dB space is sometimes denoted B(e) and one has 
Definition 5.2. Given a dB space B, the operator S of multiplication by the independent variable is defined by
It is noteworthy that the operator S is in S(B) as long as e(z) satisfies (5.2) (cf. [13, Prop. 4.2, Cor. 4.7] ). On the other hand, to any operator A in the class S(H), there corresponds a dB space such that the operator of multiplication in it is unitarily equivalent to A. To elucidate this, we introduced below the so-called functional model for operators in S(H).
An involution (conjugation) J is an antilinear map satisfying 
where ψ w is in ker(A * −wI) and V Aγ (w, z) is given by (2.1), then (5.3) will satisfy (P1) and (P2) (note that we have defined the function h so that ξ is analytically extended to the whole plane). By defining the involution so that it commutes with the canonical selfadjoint extensions of A (see [30, 
The resulting Hilbert space is a dB space which is denoted by B A [30, Prop. 2.14].
Remark 5.4. If A ∈ S(H), then Φ A AΦ −1
A is the multiplication operator S in
A is a (canonical) selfadjoint extension of the multiplication operator in B A . Moreover, if µ is a gauge of A and m = Φµ, it can be proven from that
The reproducing kernel in the dB space B A is
Note that k(z, w) is anti-entire with respect to its second argument.
Remark 5.5. It is not difficult to verify that k(·, w)
∈ ker(S * − wI) for all w ∈ C and moreover
where S γ is a canonical selfadjoint extension of S given in Definition 5.2 and h(w) is a certain real entire function having zeros at spec(S γ ) (cf. (2.4) and (5.3)).
Lemma 5.6. If µ is a gauge of A ∈ S(H), then the corresponding element m(z) in B A has no zeros in R. Moreover, if the function m(z) in the dB space B is such that m(x) = 0 for all x ∈ R, then m(z) is a gauge of the operator of multiplication S in B.
Proof. By our definition of gauge, ξ(z), µ = 0 for any z ∈ R. The second part of the assertion follows from noticing that k(·, w) ∈ ker(S * − wI) for all w ∈ C.
The following definition is motivated by a (different) generalization of the moment problem discussed in [22] . Definition 5.7. Generalized moment problem: For a given dB space B find a Borel measure ρ such that
for every f, g ∈ B.
As (5.1) shows, the Lebesgue measure multiplied by 1/ |e(·)| 2 is always a solution of the generalized moment problem for B(e). Below, it will be established that there are more than one solution to our generalized moment problem.
Theorem 5.8. Let S be the operator of multiplication by the independent variable in a dB space B and m be a function in B not vanishing in R. If ρ is a solution of the generalized moment problem for B, then
Proof. Fix t ∈ R and define
which is a sesquilinear form in B × B. This form is bounded due to 
], there is F (t) ∈ B(B) such that g, F (t)f = Υ t (f, g) .
It turns out that F (t) corresponds to a generalized spectral family in the sense of Proposition 2.7. Indeed, (i)-(iii) are verified directly from the definition. As regards (iv), one verifies
Thus, for any Borel set ∂ ⊂ R,
since m is a gauge by Lemma 5.6.
Lemma 5.9. Let m ∈ B be such that m(z) = 0 when z ∈ R and a, b ∈ R such that a < b. If F is a generalized spectral family of S, then
for any f ∈ B.
Proof. According to Remark 5.5, since m(z) is a gauge of S, the right-hand side of (3.3) in this case is
The assertion then follows from Proposition 3.9.
Theorem 5.10. Let S be the operator of multiplication by the independent variable in a dB space B and m be a function in B not vanishing in
is a solution of the generalized moment problem for B.
Proof. By hypothesis σ(∂) = m, F (∂)m B
for any real Borel set ∂. It follows from Lemma 5.9 that
Putting the last two equalities together, one obtains
For finishing the proof take the limit when a → −∞ and b → +∞. 
for any f in L 2 (R, σ) and λ ∈ spec(S γ ).
Proof. Using the spectral theorem,
From the last expression the result follows due to the properties of the reproducing kernel.
Theorem 5.12. Let S, B, and m be as in the previous theorem. Assume that ρ is a solution of the generalized moment problem and σ is related to it as in Theorem 5.10. A necessary and sufficient condition for the measure σ to be in V ext
m (S) is that the map Ψ between the spaces B and L 2 (R, ρ) given by
Proof. Since ρ is a solution of the generalized moment problem, ΨB is contained in L 2 (R, ρ), where Ψf = f ↾ R and Ψ is isometric. The hypothesis {f ↾ R : f ∈ B} = L 2 (R, ρ) therefore means that Ψ is unitary. Let A ρ be the operator of multiplication by the independent variable in L 2 (R, ρ) defined in the maximal domain. Since A ρ is selfadjoint, the same holds for 
and for any function
where f and g are the images of f and g under the canonical map. On the basis of Lemma 5.11, f (t) = f(t)m(t) and g(t) = g(t)m(t) with the equalities in the
Since this equality holds for any element in L 2 (R, ρ), one concludes that η(∂) = σ(∂) for any real Borel set ∂ and hence σ is extremal, i. e., σ ∈ V Let us denote by δ x the measure
where ∂ ⊂ R is a real Borel set.
Theorem 5.14. Let B be a dB space, k(·, w) its reproducing kernel, and S γ a canonical selfadjoint extension of the operator of multiplication S. The measure
is an extremal solution of the generalized moment problem for B.
Proof. Note that, since S ∈ S(B), it follows from Proposition 3.5 that
is an orthonormal basis in B. The fact that ρ γ is a solution of the generalized moment problem follows from the polarization identity and
To prove that Ψ is unitary, it suffices to show that the orthogonal system
for all λ ∈ spec(S γ ), then h has zero norm in B and therefore in L 2 (R, ρ γ ).
Remark 5.15. Assume that A ∈ S(H) and take the measure ρ γ as defined in Theorem 5.14 for the corresponding dB space B A . The multiplication by the independent variable in L 2 (R, ρ γ ) is unitarily equivalent to a canonical selfadjoint extension A γ of A. Note that one can write
It is worth remarking that in the Sturm-Liouville theory (when A is associated with a regular Sturm-Liouville difference expression) the measure ρ γ is usually called the spectral measure of the selfadjoint operator A γ (see details in Example 7.2).
Mass-point perturbations of measures
Lemma 6.1. Let B be a dB space with inner product ·, · B . Given a > 0 and
(6.1)
Then the linear manifold B equipped with the inner product ·, · ∼ is a dB space.
Proof. B is closed with respect to
implying the assertion. Now we prove (A1)-(A3) of Definition 5.1. Since
it follows that point evaluation is continuous with respect to the ∼-norm. From the equality
it follows that the mapping f → f # is a ∼-isometry in B. Finally, suppose w ∈ C \ R is a zero of f ∈ B and define g(z) :
Lemma 6.1 has the following corollary.
Corollary 6.2. Let B be a dB space. If ρ is a solution of the generalized moment problem for B, then
is a solution of the generalized moment problem for a dB space B having the same elements as B and with inner product given by (6.1).
Proof. The assertion follows from the equality 
Theorem 6.3. Let S be the operator of multiplication by the independent variable in a dB space B and m be a function in B not vanishing in
Since λ ∈ supp(σ λ ) \ supp(σ), one has If g is a function in L 2 (R, ρ + aδ λ ) such that g(t) = 0 for any t ∈ supp(ρ) and
g is a nonzero function in B and B A . On the other hand g L 2 (R,ρ) = 0 which is not possible since Ψ is an isometry. 
where a > 0 and x ∈ supp(ρ).
Proof. Combine Theorems 5.12 and 6.3. 
Examples

The classical moment problem
The measure is said to be a solution of the moment problem given by the sequence
. We refer to all sequences {s k } ∞ k=0 satisfying (7.1) and normalized so that s 0 = 1 as sequences of moments. To any sequence of moments there corresponds one and only one Jacobi matrix 
When the Jacobi operator has deficiency indices (0, 0) the matrix (7.2) is said to be in the limit point case, otherwise the matrix (7.2) is said to be in the limit circle case. Due to the bijection between Jacobi matrices and sequences of moments, the limit point and limit circle dichotomy corresponds to the determinate and indeterminate dichotomy for sequences of moments.
It is established in [1, Ch. 4] that Proof. Assume that ρ is a solution of the generalized moment problem for B A . Then, in view of (7.3) and (7.4), one has
which means that ρ is a solution of the moment problem given by {s k } ∞ k=0 . Now, suppose that ρ is a solution of the moment problem given by {s k } ∞ k=0 . Hence, by (7.3), one has with the inner product given by (5.4) is a dB space.
The solutions of the generalized moment problem for B A correspond to the generalized spectral measures of A. Let us consider here the extremal solutions of the generalized moment. According to Theorem 5.14 and Remark 5.15, any extremal solution is given by
, (7.5) where A γ is a selfadjoint extension of A. In the Sturm-Liouville theory ρ γ is usually said to be the spectral measure of the selfadjoint Schrödinger operator A γ (see [28, Eq. 3.2] ). Remark 7.4. Note that, in view of Theorem 5.12, any function in the set (7.6) is a function in L 2 (R, ρ γ ) and for any element in L 2 (R, ρ γ ) there is a function in (7.6) which belongs to the equivalence class of this element.
